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ABSTRACT

The interact ion of a r f electromagnetic wave v i th a magnetized

col l l s lona l plasma in the u l t r a - r e l a t i v i s t i e case has been investigated to

show the effect of the co l l i s ions on the modulational i n s t a b i l i t y growth r a t e .
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Recently there has been considerable interest in the

effects on plasm of an intense electromagnetie field which
causes a relativistic oscillation of the electron nasa.Non-
linear processes caused by relativistic tfftcts were studied
by Drake et al [1],whose results show that the relativist!c
electron motion can lead to the format1en of shock waves.
Teintsadce and Tskbakaya [2] studied hov the dependence of the

electron mass en the amplitude «f the pump field affects the

propagation of electron -acoustic waves in a plasma with a

negative dieleotrlo constant.They shewed that if the rf

pressure force exceeds the gaa pressure the solitary wave

is a compressions! wave.

Heoently.Papuaahvili et al [3] studied the interaotien

of a magnetised eellisienless plasma with circularly polarised

high-frequency ware,in whose field electrons can acquire

relativistic velocities.their results show that in the ultra-

relatlvistio case there are now types of waves one of which

•ay be called an "eleotren helicon". Also they show that th«

external magnetic field strongly affects the interaction .

In the present paper we will study a circularly polarised

rf wave interacting with a magnetised coiiisionai plasma, in

which the plasma electrons acquire relativistic velocities

under the effect of such a wave.

To formulate the basic equations;lot us consider the case

in which intense electromagnetic radiation is propagated along

the constant magnetic field 9 (0,6,8)^ a transparent plaa

and the wave length is much smaller than the characteristic

distance ever which the plasma density changes appreciably •

Xhe system of equations that describe the motion of particle

oi. (=. •', e ) the field is :
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cy J
(1)

where $~ is the frequency of weak collision between electrons

and lens.

It is well known [4] that an intense rf electromagnetic

wave, under the effect ef its field the plaema electrons

acquire relativistio velocities, may be purely transverse,

If it is circularly pelarised.Therefore we shall be interested

in studying the circularly polarised rf field propagating

along a cenatant , uniform magnetic field {}„ ,

Analysing system (1) by assuming n C l A } = <1,-V Sn(*,t),

where n, is the unperturbed density and SH is the perturbed

density oaused by the pendromotlve ferce (also, of oeurae,all

the ether hydredynamie quantities sheuld be expanded in the

same way),and using the sane methed and approximation expanded

in t3L •»• can come te the fellewing equation which deeoribe*

the plasma behavior in the field ef rf wavei

^ ! * (2)

where £ + - E^ + » E^ > tJp=(wTn,efme)iB the electron
langsaiir frequency tJ Si 1* *• slewly-varylng density
perturbatien,<JC-(*B» jit^l) i« "the electron cycltron frequen-
cy, <J3= (&*/''&) **K i a t k * electric helicon frequenoy,.

(/3

Cheesing a oenditien that

(3)

(U)

it is easy frem (3),in the ultra-relativistio ease( ) •

te obtain the fellewing expression for the electric helicon:

u>
(5)

previding that o e » fal - S*" )
V*" •

It is important te peint eut here that the quantity

O > { H - ^ - u t ) aa it is ahovm in D 3 sheuld net be less

than t»c • "&&* cenditien differs frem the nen-relativistio
oase.in which to can reach the value toc .

Thus,using the abeve aentiened netatlens and considering

that all the hydredynamie quantities and the field depend

enly en a single ceerdinate t ,in addition te the time t ,

the fellewing equation fer the amplitude of the electric helicon

is obtained frem Sqn.(2)



where *J •(*£/*>) , t*£r s (<lEl/
m«ecJ i" the initial

amplitude of the electromagnetic wave before the modulation,

and CteV-eo)/r. « 1 ^
Expressing E 1 as E*= a €, ,where a and f art

real functiene of s and t ,te attain from (6)the following

act *t equations far a •«* y :

is

and

(8)

Linearizing (7) and (3) together with the continuity

equation and the aquation of ion motion , and seeking ;a

aalutien of the fora /v *xnt*\t- i - d O ,to obtain the

dispersion relation for the electric helicon in a magnetised

collisions! plasmat

Subatituttng ArJl'+i'y where ̂ L1 and t are real

aj and -o! »"Jf ,inte aquation(9) te obtain the following

equations gavaming -n.' and f

«„

<octi(
and

Tram (11) wa can gat

r

a O
(11)

Since , it ia necessary that "f should bo positive to

get a modulations! instability * then we shall consider only

the positive sign(+) in equation (12) to describe and discuss

the following two oases i

(i) The case in which

tf * (13)

aquation (12) simplifies to

N 8 iol ^ V,^ (li.)

As is dear from (14),in this case the growth rate

( Tf,) does net depend on the collision frequency, in spite

of the fact that collision plays a significant role in the

interaction. Alae , it seems that the growth rate given by

(14) is larger than that obtained in [5].

(it) The case whan

aquation (12) becomes i

(15)

« (16)

which shows the dependence of the growth rate on the

collision frequency. It ia also important to note here that

the eenditiemdS) is an easy condition to fulfill oxperimontly.
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